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Abstract: We review the use of optical frequency combs in wavelength-division multiplexed (WDM)
fiber optic communication systems. In particular, we focus on the unique possibilities that are opened
up by the stability of the comb-line spacing and the phase coherence between the lines. We give
an overview of different techniques for the generation of optical frequency combs and review their use
in WDM systems. We discuss the benefits of the stable line spacing of frequency combs for creating
densely-packed optical superchannels with high spectral efficiency. Additionally, we discuss practical
considerations when implementing frequency-comb-based transmitters. Furthermore, we describe
several techniques for comb-based superchannel receivers that enables the phase coherence between
the lines to be used to simplify or increase the performance of the digital carrier recovery. The first set
of receiver techniques is based on comb-regeneration from optical pilot tones, enabling low-overhead
self-homodyne detection. The second set of techniques takes advantage of the phase coherence
by sharing phase information between the channels through joint digital signal processing (DSP)
schemes. This enables a lower DSP complexity or a higher phase-noise tolerance.
Keywords: optical frequency comb; fiber optic communication; coherent detection; digital signal
processing (DSP); carrier recovery
1. Introduction
The advent of the erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) in the late 1980s [1,2] transformed fiber
optic communications in two profound ways. The first was that it enabled radically increased link
distances without resorting to electrical regeneration. The second and equally profound impact
was that it facilitated wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM), i.e., the transmission of data on
many parallel laser carriers of different wavelengths. The first demonstrations of amplified WDM
data transmission came in 1990 [3,4] and were followed by massive commercial installations of
WDM systems during the second half of the 1990s [5]. These developments paved the way for
affordable worldwide telecommunications, and more specifically, the Internet, as we know it today.
Current optical WDM systems and state-of-the-art experiments demonstrating transmission records
may use hundreds of wavelengths in a single fiber core [6], requiring large stacks of lasers in the
transmitters. In addition, the increased popularity of coherent intradyne links [7,8] with receivers
needing local oscillator lasers and digital signal processing (DSP) have highlighted the need for
coherent sources also in the receiver.
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The question that arises is if a frequency comb, comprising a large number of phase-locked spectral
lines, could be a viable alternative as WDM sources and replace discrete laser stacks. The answer is
yes, although some care needs to be taken to ensure source figure of merits such as the line width and
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) are met. In this paper we will review the work on using optical frequency
combs for WDM transmission and put particular emphasis on discussing the unique benefits that are
enabled by the use of frequency combs in contrast to discrete lasers.
This introduction will continue with a history of optical frequency combs and their use in
WDM systems. Then, we will briefly outline the unique possibilities that combs enable in optical
communications, as well as provide an overview for the remaining sections of this article.
1.1. Optical Frequency Combs: A Background
An optical frequency comb is a set of evenly-spaced lines in the frequency domain, fn,
whose location is given by fn = n fr + f0, illustrated in Figure 1. In the time domain, this corresponds
to a train of optical pulses. In the expression above, fr defines the line spacing, which relates to the
inverse of the period in the pulse train (repetition rate). Note that the frequency lines are offset from
zero by the quantity f0. This offset indicates that the oscillation frequencies of the spectral lines are
not necessarily a multiple integer of the repetition rate. Since the offset frequency f0 is in the most
general case independent of fr, there are two degrees of freedom in an optical pulse train that define
the absolute position of the lines in the frequency domain.
The origin of the offset frequency depends on the specific comb generation technology used.
For mode-locked lasers, it depends on the relation between the group and phase velocity in the
resonating cavity, while for combs generated as modulation spectra around a central frequency fc,
it depends on the absolute value of this central frequency. Here, it should be noted that for the latter
kind of frequency combs, fc is often used instead of f0 to define the absolute position of the comb.
This definition is also commonly used in telecom applications.
Frequency
f0
fr
fc Central frequency
Repetion rate
Oﬀset
frequency
Figure 1. A frequency comb in the frequency domain. The comb is fully characterized by the repetition
rate fr, which defines the line spacing, and either the offset frequency from zero f0 or the central
frequency fc.
1.1.1. Technologies for Optical Frequency Comb Generation
There is a vast range of laser technologies that qualifies as optical frequency comb generators.
Each has different tradeoffs and can be engineered to meet different application-specific requirements.
The first optical comb generators were based on the electro-optic modulation method [9,10],
often known as electro-optic frequency comb generators or simply electro-optic (EO) combs. In its
most basic configuration, a continuous-wave (CW) laser is modulated by an electro-optic modulator.
The modulator is itself driven by an external radio-frequency (RF) source. The modulation creates
sidebands around the CW laser exactly spaced by the frequency of the RF source. Here, the frequency
of the CW laser and the frequency of the RF source provide the two degrees of freedom of the comb
generator. One common setup for an EO-comb is illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. (a) A common setup of an electro-optic (EO) comb. A radio-frequency (RF) oscillator with
frequency fr is used to phase- and intensity-modulate a continuous-wave laser, which creates an optical
frequency comb with central frequency fc and frequency spacing fr. The RF delay lines are adjusted
so that the intensity modulator carves out the part of the light where the phase modulation is mostly
linear, which enables a relatively flat comb. Several phase modulators can be used to increase the
modulation depth without increasing the RF input power to the modulators, which increases the total
number of comb lines. (b) Measured spectrum of an EO-comb.
EO combs built with state-of-the-art, yet standard, telecommunication equipment feature high
average power (∼1–10 mW per line), a low optical linewidth (<100 kHz) and a smooth optical
envelope [11,12]. The RF source can be derived from high-performance RF oscillators, which translates
into optical pulse trains with low timing jitter [13].
During the 1990s, there was a rapid development of ultrafast solid state mode-locked laser
technology [14] and efficient nonlinear broadening mechanisms in photonic crystal fibers [15]. By the
end of the decade, it became possible to implement the concept of self-referencing, whereby the
two degrees of freedom of the comb could be locked to a common radio-frequency reference [16,17].
However, modern light wave communications do not need combs with the frequency lines defined
with such a level of accuracy. Instead, the lines need to display a high optical signal-to-noise ratio
(OSNR) (>30 dB), a spacing in the order of 10–100 GHz, optical linewidths <100 kHz, a smooth spectral
envelope and compatibility with fiber-optic components (ideally in a small and robust form factor).
These demands, especially the line spacing, have challenged the use of more standard frequency comb
generators used in frequency metrology applications, such as those based on erbium fiber mode-locked
lasers, for applications in optical communications.
Using combs as alternatives to discrete laser sources was explored based on nonlinearly broadened
(so-called supercontinuum) pulses from mode-locked fiber lasers already in 1996 [18]. While enabling
transmission records, those sources where not strict comb sources as the comb line separation was
much smaller than the channel separation, and optical time-division multiplex filters were needed
to increase the symbol rates. However, a few years later, it was recognized that optical frequency
combs, particularly those based on EO comb technology, could be very attractive as WDM sources.
This concept was originally explored with nonlinear broadened EO combs using on-off keying in [19].
The initial demonstrations involved a limited number of channels, but subsequent progress in highly
nonlinear fibers enabled extending the concept to >1000 lines [20].
The aforementioned EO combs represent an excellent choice for exploring the possibilities of
frequency combs as sources in WDM systems. The time-domain waveform emerging from an EO
comb can be compressed to generate picosecond pulses [10], which can be used as the seed to generate
additional bandwidth via nonlinear effects in an external waveguide (see, e.g., [21,22]). By carefully
shaping the pulses and the dispersion in the nonlinear medium, combs spanning the C + L light wave
communication bands with high OSNR can be obtained [23].
The introduction of coherent technology in WDM systems imposed additional demands on the
optical linewidth and OSNR for the comb lines. During the last five years, there has been a remarkable
progress in nonlinearly broadened EO combs [23–25]. This type of comb has been used as a WDM
source and enabled complex modulation formats in single-core [26,27] and multi-core fiber systems [28].
The latter results are remarkable because they illustrate that a comb source derived from a single seed
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CW laser has sufficient OSNR performance to light multiple frequency channels simultaneously in
multiple spatial modes.
1.1.2. Integration Potential of Frequency Combs
WDM communications with frequency combs naturally entail multiple frequency channels.
Unless thermal management becomes an insurmountable obstacle, it is desirable to work with combs
integrated on the same chip as the other necessary components to build a WDM transmitter/receiver.
This has motivated research into alternative chip-scale comb platforms. Semiconductor-based
mode-locked lasers allow for co-integrating the gain section and saturable absorber on the same
chip and attain a very short cavity round trip time to allow for fundamental mode locking at repetition
rates approaching 100 GHz. In two-section semiconductor-based mode-locked lasers, the repetition rate
is given by the free spectral range of the cavity, and the carrier offset frequency can be independently
controlled by finely tuning the injection current [29]. Semiconductor quantum dots allow for broadband
gain and an ultrafast carrier recovery time, leading to sub-picosecond pulse formation in a compact
platform [30]. Unfortunately, the carrier dynamics leads to increased absorption losses, resulting in
an increased optical linewidth of the modes and timing jitter. Research efforts are ongoing towards
devising external cavity lasers to reduce the modal instability [31]. This motivates the research behind
hybrid III-V-on silicon technology, since silicon waveguides can provide lower losses [32,33].
An alternative strategy to reach a high-level of stability in repetition rate is to perform hybrid mode
locking in dual-section semiconductor mode-locked lasers, i.e., modulating the saturable absorber with
an external RF commensurate to the free spectral range of the cavity. This notwithstanding, good results
in the context of WDM communications can be realized with single-section passively mode-locked
quantum dot InAs/InP lasers [34]. These lasers feature optical linewidth in the∼10 MHz range, but the
instantaneous linewidth is much narrower, thus enabling complex modulation formats [35]. Recent
results indicate that self-injection locking with the aid of an external (free space) cavity can lead to
a dramatic decrease in both optical linewidth and timing jitter [36].
Gain-switched laser diodes provide an interesting alternative as an integrated comb generator
because they are very power efficient [37]. Reduction of the optical linewidth can be attained by
injection locking to a master laser oscillator [38]. One additional challenge with this platform is scaling
up the bandwidth and repetition rate to frequencies going significantly beyond 10 GHz.
Another comb source that is promising for WDM applications is a microresonator frequency
comb [39]. Here, a CW laser pumps a longitudinal mode of an integrated nonlinear cavity.
The third-order nonlinearity generates new frequency components via four-wave-mixing. The first
experiments were done in whispering gallery mode resonators [40], but comb generators based on
high-Q silicon nitride technology [41] have been demonstrated by several laboratories around the
world [42–46]. This material platform is interesting for WDM communications because it is based
on silicon photonics technology, which means that the devices can be grown on silicon wafers and
complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) fabrication techniques can be used. This allows
for leveraging the well-established CMOS processes to decrease the price of large volume processing.
Soon after the first demonstrations of silicon nitride microresonator combs, it became clear that
the technology could be used as the WDM source [47–50]. In particular, temporal cavity solitons
(or dissipative Kerr solitons) are short pulses of light circulating in the cavity that balance the
dispersion broadening with a nonlinear phase shift and compensate for the inherent absorption
losses with parametric gain [51]. The bell-shaped characteristic of the pulses in the time domain
translates into a comb of frequencies with a very smooth envelope. Recent demonstrations indicate
that these combs can be precisely engineered to cover the light wave communications C + L bands [52].
The performance in terms of optical linewidth and OSNR is sufficiently high to encode high-baud
rate complex modulation formats [52,53]. A fundamental challenge with temporal cavity solitons is
that the conversion efficiency from the CW laser to total comb power is inversely proportional to the
number of generated comb lines [54]. This means that the power of the individual lines is inversely
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proportional to the square of the number of comb lines, and a high-power CW laser is needed to
achieve the target OSNR.
Alternatively, mode-locked dark-pulse combs, as recently demonstrated in silicon nitride
microresonators [55], display much higher conversion efficiency [56]. These comb sources have enabled
complex modulation formats while keeping a CW pump power of 100 mW [57]. One drawback of
this comb is that the spectral envelope is not as smooth as with temporal cavity solitons. It is still
unclear which of these two sources provides a better solution as the WDM source. Other open research
questions relevant for coherent communications using microresonator frequency comb technology are
the line spacing stability [58–60] and hybrid integration.
A main motivation for using frequency combs as WDM sources is the potential of reducing
hardware complexity and power consumption by replacing a large amount of individual laser sources,
each of which needs individual thermal control and other control circuits. In the Supplementary
Material of [52], the power consumption of microresonator combs is compared to that of discrete lasers
and found to be lower if a sufficient number of lines is generated (the exact number depends on the
specific comb design). Apart from this, the power consumption of comb generation has not been
well studied.
1.2. Unique Comb Benefits
Beside potential gains in terms of reduced hardware complexity and power consumption, there are
also other, transmission- and signal quality-related gains to be had from the use of combs. The central
difference of using a comb instead of separate lasers is that the comb lines are essentially phase-locked
to each other, which is illustrated by the expression for the electric field of a comb [61]:
E(t) =∑
n
Enexp[−i2pi fnt + φ(t) + 2pin fr∆T(t)]. (1)
Here, fn = n fr + f0 are the frequency comb lines, with fixed complex amplitude, En. The random
functions φ(t) and ∆T(t) represent the phase and timing jitter noise in the comb. If the timing jitter
of the comb can be controlled (that is, it can be ignored for all practical purposes), the phase noise is
correlated among the comb lines. Such a broadband phase coherence constitutes a key resource in
many metrology applications of frequency combs [62], but this aspect has hitherto been ignored in
most WDM systems where the channels are measured on an individual basis. Controlling the timing
jitter is not always straightforward. However, the above equation also shows that the phase noise only
depends on two random functions. This leads to the important property that the phase noise of all
comb lines can be characterized by measuring the phase fluctuations of only two lines.
In this paper, we will discuss how the stability in repetition rate and broadband phase coherence
of frequency combs can be exploited in the design and operation of coherent WDM systems. The paper
partly summarizes our work in [63–68] and puts it into a broader context. Specifically, we focus
on techniques for utilizing the phase coherence to relieve the digital carrier recovery in the receiver.
In addition to reviewing previous work, we also present some previously unpublished results.
The following unique features of optical frequency combs will be discussed:
• They enable the WDM channels to be more densely packed, requiring smaller guard bands
between the channels, since they drift in frequency in a correlated manner, in contrast to separate
laser sources. Such comb-based superchannels will be discussed in Section 2.
• They enable optical pilot signals that can be co-transmitted with the data with unprecedented
low overhead, since two pilots are sufficient to regenerate a local-oscillator comb phase-locked to
the transmitter comb for 50 WDM channels or more. Such pilot-based comb regeneration will be
discussed in Section 3.
• They enable joint digital signal processing with reduced complexity or increased phase-noise
tolerance, since the retrieved phase from one channel can be reused for the other channels or
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used to increase the SNR of the phase estimate. Such joint signal processing algorithms will be
discussed in Section 4.
In addition, comb-based transmission enables other benefits that can be useful in WDM
transmission, but will not be discussed in depth here. A notable example is the use of coherent
combs for sub-band detection of high-bandwidth signals, for which electrical oscilloscopes cannot
capture all features. Such metrology aspects have been explored by Fontaine et al. [69]. This technique
can also be utilized to measure wideband optical data signals [70]. Furthermore, in digital predistortion
experiments to compensate for nonlinear WDM impairments, comb sources are needed to ensure
frequency stability between channels [71,72].
This review is organized as follows: Section 2 is devoted to comb-based superchannels and their
transmitter considerations, and Section 3 deals with the use of combs in receivers and regeneration of
combs from optical pilots. Section 4 deals with joint receiver algorithms, i.e., sharing phase information
between channels in DSP. Finally, in Section 4, we conclude this paper.
2. Comb-Based Superchannels
A superchannel [73] is in the most broad sense a set of channels that is considered one entity,
so that all subchannels are transmitted, routed and received together. Due to this, the channels can be
spaced densely and guard bands, required to allow for individual routing of channels in an optical
network, can be avoided. The concept was first proposed to allow increasing the channel bandwidth
beyond what is possible on a single optical carrier due to limited bandwidth of electrical components.
Since then, the concept has expanded to cover every aspect of multiple jointly-treated channels.
The subchannels can be separated into either the spatial [74] or the spectral domain [75]. This section
will discuss the challenges and benefits brought by using frequency combs to realize superchannels.
Superchannels constructed by combining several densely-spaced wavelength carriers are
required to reach target line rates approaching 1–10 Tb/s, needed to support next generation router
interfaces [74]. Even looking beyond state-of-the-art electrical and optical hardware supporting
bandwidths up to and beyond 100 GHz enabling demonstrations of 180-Gbaud quadrature
phase-shift-keying (QPSK) transmission [76], the required electrical bandwidth is significantly beyond
what can be achieved using a single wavelength carrier. Considering state-of-the-art integrated
transceivers capable of transmitting symbol rates up to 100 Gbaud [77] and assuming that such
a transceiver could reach the current record WDM spectral-efficiency of 14.2 bits/4D-symbol reported
in [78], about seven transceivers are still required to reach the 10-Tb/s line rate. Following this, it is
important to note that even though a superchannel consists of several subchannels, each subchannel
needs to have as high throughput as possible to avoid loss in spectral efficiency.
2.1. Superchannel Transmitter Requirements
In this subsection, we will discuss the requirements of comb-based versus discrete laser
array-based light sources for superchannel generation. We first focus on how the required OSNR
(OSNR refers to the noise power within a bandwidth of 0.1 nm throughout this paper) translates into
varying comb requirements. This is followed by a discussion on inter-channel guard bands and the
role of frequency combs in enabling ultra-dense WDM.
2.1.1. OSNR Requirements
For comb-based superchannels, the key assumption is that the underlying comb source can
provide the required line power to reach sufficient OSNR at the transmitter side. This can be analyzed
by comparing a comb-based transmitter to a transmitter using a laser array, as illustrated in Figure 3.
In the case of a laser array, each laser is directly connected to the modulators, and assuming equal line
power is therefore natural. This is the classical system and will be our benchmark. A multi-wavelength
comb source cannot, generally, beat the OSNR of a free-running laser since practical power limitations
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will always degrade the maximum line power. The required input power to the modulator to reach
a certain transmitter side OSNR is:
PMod = OSNRTX +NFEDFA + ILMod − 58 dBm, (2)
where OSNRTX is the desired transmitter side OSNR, NFEDFA the noise figure of the post-mux
EDFA in Figure 3 and ILMod the overall loss of the modulation stage. The −58 dBm is the vacuum
fluctuation-limited, dual-polarization noise power (The value −58 dBm can be calculated from hν0∆ν0,
where h is the Planck constant, ν0 is the frequency of the carrier and ∆ν is the noise bandwidth,
corresponding to 0.1 nm. More details can be found in e.g., [79]). When free-running lasers are used,
PMod is the required output power needed. In the case of comb-based transmission, the losses of
the comb generation stage need to be taken into account to calculate the output power of the comb
seed laser, PComb. Assuming a comb generator without amplification, the input power to the comb
generation stage is then:
PComb = PMod + 10 · log10(N) + ILComb + PLine Diff., (3)
where 10 · log10(N) represents the number of lines among which the power is divided, ILComb the
insertion loss of the comb regeneration stage and PLine Diff. the difference between average and
minimum line power.
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Figure 3. Schematic of (a) a comb-based transmitter and (b) a transmitter using a laser array.
Mod.: Modulator.
As a simple comparison point, assume that the post-mux EDFA has a noise figure of 5 dB and
the required OSNR is 30 dB. The loss for modulating the high spectral-efficiency signal including the
multiplexer to combine all signals prior to amplification into the span is around 15 dB. The required
output power for each laser in a laser array is then −8 dBm.
Assuming that a comb is used to generate these lines, the required power grows fast with the
number of lines. Considering the case of a 50-line loss-free comb source and a perfect flat envelope
without excess lines (N = 50, ILComb = 0, PLine Diff. = 0), only the power division between the lines
needs to be considered. The input power to the comb then has to be 9 dBm, which is clearly reachable
using a non-amplified pump line. In practice, however, combs are neither loss-free, nor spectrally flat or
without any excess lines. Considering the case of a 50-line EO-comb with the spectral flatness PLine Diff.
of about 6 dB and total insertion loss of 12 dB [67], the required input power is 27 dBm. While this is
easily reachable using high-power amplifiers, one would ideally like to avoid such components and
have the laser directly connected to the comb source. Depending on the technology used, these values
can vary, but they still show the challenge in designing comb-based transmitters for multiple lines and
high OSNRs. Moreover, depending on the comb-technology used, tuning the number of lines, as well
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as the flattening can be very difficult. However, a 10-line superchannel would require a pumping
power of 20 dBm, which is feasible with integrated laser technology [80].
While it can be challenging to support high line counts, it is also important to discuss these
requirements from a broader perspective. Key considerations are then the maximum available comb
seed power and the comb flatness. In the example above, we assume that all lines are modulated with
the same format and the performance is simply dictated by the worst performing channel. By using
adaptive-rate forward error correction (FEC) , constellation shaping or similar techniques, the required
flatness could likely be relaxed. Similarly, the challenge of maintaining high OSNR in transmission
is likely to affect the number of lines included in each superchannel. While a single comb-source
spanning the full C-band might be a clear target, spectral flatness combined with the simple line
multiplication factor could make such implementations less attractive.
2.1.2. Guard Bands
While the bandwidth of electronics is increasing rapidly, several Tb/s line rates are not feasible
using a single wavelength channel, and thus, multiplexing is required [81]. In such scenarios, dense
packing is required to avoid the loss of spectral efficiency due to inter-channel guard bands [75]. This is
a promising use case for frequency combs as the phase-locked carriers avoid channel drifts and allow
for dense packing beyond what can be achieved using free-running lasers. This can be fully utilized in
coherent superchannels, since the subchannels are routed together, and no guard bands are needed to
account for the limited granularity of wavelength demultiplexers.
The advantage of combs can be seen by considering a required guard band of 1 GHz in the case of
free-running lasers. For a 100-Gbaud channel, this results in 1% loss of spectral efficiency. Considering
slicing this channel into 10 subcarriers using free-running lasers, the equivalent guard-band penalty
is then 10% of the channel width. However, if frequency combs are employed, the required guard
bands can be as low as 100 MHz [82], again resulting in an equivalent guard-band penalty of 1% of
the channel width. Thus, a comb-based superchannel using 100 × 10 Gbaud channels and a system
using free-running lasers and 10 × 100 Gbaud have an equivalent guard-band overhead. This can
be exploited to ease the requirements for very high spectral efficiency transmission as the effective
number of bits (ENOBs) usually is highly limited at high symbol rates [81]. At the expense of employing
additional transmitters, combs can therefore enable higher spectral efficiency by simply allowing for
forming a superchannel containing more lower-symbol rate channels.
3. Receiver Comb Technologies
In coherent WDM systems, a local oscillator (LO) laser in the receiver is needed for data detection
of each carrier, and the most straightforward scheme is independent LO lasers for every channel.
An obvious question is then if and why one would like to use a comb for the local oscillators.
Aside from potential (though yet to be verified in the scientific literature) gains in power dissipation
and complexity, can comb-based local oscillators provide any benefits from a transmission performance
perspective? The answer is yes, but only provided phase-locked (hence comb-based) carriers are used
in the transmitter side. Then, phase-locked LOs will preserve the phase-locking of the channels
also after detection, which would otherwise be broken by the independent phase-noise of the LOs.
We note that a single LO laser can also be used to detect a superchannel in a very broadband receiver,
while preserving the phase-locking of the channels [82,83], but will ultimately be limited by the
bandwidth of photodetectors and analog-to-digital converters (ADCs).
We will discuss two approaches for comb-based receivers that utilize the phase-locking of the
channels in this paper (see Figure 4). The first approach is to regenerate the transmitter comb and use it
as the LO, which is discussed later in this section. The second approach is to use separate free-running
combs in the transmitter and receiver and then to use joint digital signal processing (DSP) between the
channels. This approach is discussed in Section 4 below.
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3.1. Exploiting Subchannel Phase Coherence
The frequency-locked and phase coherent properties of subchannels can be exploited to either
completely replace or increase the efficiency of the DSP carrier recovery in the receiver. In a phase
noise limited system, this can be utilized to increase performance. Additionally, even if performance
is not limited by phase noise, eliminating or simplifying the carrier recovery leads to a reduction in
DSP complexity and power consumption. This is particularly interesting for short-reach links using
higher-order modulation formats, whose higher phase-noise sensitivity increases the complexity of the
carrier recovery. In addition, shorter links need to spend less power on the dispersion compensation,
making the carrier recovery a proportionally bigger part of the DSP power consumption.
In this context, connections between comb-based systems and systems employing space-division
multiplexing (SDM) can be made. For SDM, using the same laser for several channels transmitted
over different cores/modes in an SDM fiber leads to these spatial channels sharing the same frequency
and the same phase noise. Similarly, all spectral channels originating from an optical frequency comb
mostly share the same phase noise. However, while the scenarios are very similar, the two are not
identical. As discussed in Section 1, frequency combs are inherently characterized by two frequencies,
the central frequency and the line spacing, and in general, there will be phase noise differences between
the lines.
The methods for exploiting subchannel coherence can be roughly divided into two categories,
pilot tone based or methods based on joint carrier recovery in DSP. The pilot tone-based methods work
by multiplexing one or several pilot tones extracted directly from the carrier light source with the
superchannel. The carrier phase can then be extracted from the pilot tones in the receiver. In contrast,
joint carrier-recovery methods extract the carrier phase information using DSP on the data channels,
further discussed in Section 4.
The phase information carried in pilot tones can be extracted or detected in the receiver
using several different methods, which can be divided into optical and electrical/digital methods.
In the optical approach, the pilot tones are used (directly or with additional analog processing) to create
LOs that are phase-locked to the carriers, causing the downconverted signals to be (ideally) without
carrier offset. These methods are commonly known as self-homodyne methods [84]. Self-homodyne
methods can enable coherent transmission using high-linewidth light sources [85], as well as savings
in DSP complexity [86].
The amount of processing of the pilot tones needed for self-homodyne detection differs depending
on the system type. In SDM systems, processing is usually limited to amplification and filtering of
the pilot tones, while comb-based superchannels need to regenerate a full comb from co-transmitted
pilot tones. Such comb regeneration can be done in several ways and will be discussed below in
Sections 3.2–3.4.
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For the electrical/digital approach, the pilot tones are detected jointly with the signals using
a separate (free-running) LO, and then, the relative phase between pilot and signal is extracted in DSP.
This is known as digital self-homodyne detection [87] or shared-carrier reception [88].
3.2. Regeneration from Two Pilots
As stated in Equation (1), the phase evolution of each comb carrier can be written in terms of
the phase and timing-jitter noise. Thus, by knowing the phase evolution of two carriers, the phase
evolution of any carrier can be found. If the phase evolution of the nth carrier, φn(t), and mth carrier,
φm(t) is known, the phase evolution of the remaining carriers can be written as:
φk(t) = φn(t) +
k− n
m− n [φm(t)− φn(t)]. (4)
This property is of importance when aiming at utilizing the spectral coherence between the
carriers provided by a frequency comb. From this equation, one can easily realize that in the ideal
case by transmitting two unmodulated lines, e.g., two pilot tones, a frequency comb with the same
individual phases as the transmitter carriers can be generated at the receiver side and therefore perform
self-homodyne detection. We will refer to this technique as comb-regeneration for self-homodyne
superchannel detection. We will here discuss several techniques, illustrated in Figure 5, that have
already been demonstrated to regenerate a frequency comb.
MLL
Filter Parametric
mixer
EO-comb
generator
Filter
Filter Clock
recovery
b)a)
c)
Figure 5. Schematic of different methods for regenerating a frequency comb using (a) a mode-locked
laser (MLL), (b) a parametric mixer (cascaded four-wave mixing) and (c) an electro-optic (EO) comb
with external clock recovery.
The first technique is injecting the two neighboring unmodulated lines and performing optical
injection locking of a mode-locked laser, as shown in Figure 5a. This technique was already proposed in
2008 [89], although it was not shown that the quality of the regenerated frequency comb was sufficient
to perform self-homodyne detection.
More recently, we demonstrated that by having two unmodulated lines and using four-wave
mixing [63,64], a frequency comb can be all-optically regenerated. The main challenge of this technique
is that the OSNR of the unmodulated lines must be sufficiently high to avoid undesired noise beating
in the comb regeneration. Given that the pilot tones are co-transmitted with the data that are subject
to the in-line amplifier noise, this can be a significant practical challenge. Therefore, optical filtering
of these two unmodulated lines is of great importance. The first attempt to do this was based on
optical injection-locked lasers [63], but achieving a filtering bandwidth below hundreds of MHz was
still challenging with this technique. However, the filtering is critical to achieve successful comb
regeneration. By exploiting the narrow bandwidth of Brillouin amplification, we demonstrated the first
successful self-homodyne detection using a regenerated comb in [64]. While the Brillouin amplification
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provided around 25 MHz of filtering, the noise added in this stage and the extinction ratio of the
filtering (i.e., the gain of the amplifier) limited the number of regenerated carriers that could be used
for self-homodyne detection to around 24 carriers.
Another possible technique is the use of an electrical phase-locked loop (PLL) for retrieving
the frequency separation among the carriers [65]. In this case, two neighboring carriers are beat in
a photodiode, and the frequency separation is obtained and filtered by a PLL. The output of the PLL
was then used to drive an EO comb. While this technique was demonstrated for an EO comb, it could
also be implemented in any comb that uses an RF driving signal. In addition, this technique could
be implemented for combs that can be seeded by two lines such as parametric combs or Kerr combs.
In such a case, the two lines seeding the comb could be realized by a simple EO modulation stage.
However, this technique will be limited by the bandwidth of the PLL, and PLL power consumption
might become an issue.
So far, we have mainly discussed techniques of adjacent pilot tones. Using non-adjacent tones is
also viable, however at the expense of a more complex comb regeneration scheme. For example, in the
case of the PLL, one could consider transmitting the central lines and an outer line. The regenerated
comb would use the central line as the seeding wave. To obtain the frequency spacing, one could detect
the phase variations between the other pilot tone and a carrier of the regenerated comb neighboring or
at the same location as this pilot tone. The use of two unmodulated lines at each side of the comb has
been used to improve the phase noise of the carriers generated by a gain-switched laser [90]. Similarly
in the case of obtaining the frequency spacing from a data channel processed through DSP, this channel
is not required to be at any specific location, although its location must be accounted for.
In the context of SDM, comb regeneration has been demonstrated by dedicating one core of
a multi-core fiber to transmission of a set of comb pilots [91], whereas the data were transmitted in the
remaining cores. The comb was detected in a photodiode in order to obtain the frequency spacing,
and the obtained RF signal then drove a modulator seeded by the pilot comb. Frequency estimation
was not included in the DSP, but carrier phase estimation was performed. We should note that this
demonstration was performed with QPSK modulation only and that the comb regeneration was
enabled by the high OSNR of the comb at the receiver side.
3.3. Regeneration from a Single Pilot
Apart from transmitting two lines as pilot signals, a single pilot can be used for regeneration as
demonstrated in [92] and more recently [67]. However, the issue becomes the accuracy of the frequency
spacing between the comb lines, which will be related to the stability of the electric clocks that generate
the lines in the transmitter and receiver. We have measured that our 25-GHz RF clocks have frequency
variations of about ±15 kHz over several days, which can impact detection. These variations could
be even larger when the two clocks are in different locations, since their temperature-dependent
frequency-change is on the order of 0.1–1 kHz per degree change. In addition, the phase noise from the
clock will impose a phase noise in each optical carrier whose variance increases with carrier number.
While two extremely frequency stable combs would allow one to simplify the comb regeneration to just
recovering a pilot tone, in most cases, the frequency spacing should also be tracked. As will be shown
in Section 4, the phase noise of two independent RF clocks impairs performance, which increases with
the number of transmitted carriers.
Another possibility could be using the digital information to tune the RF clock in DSP.
The effectiveness of this technique will depend on how fast the frequency spacing varies and the
latency of the data processing and accuracy. This technique would be an intermediate step between
the techniques presented here for comb regeneration in a self-homodyne system and joint processing
that will be presented in Section 4 and has to our knowledge never been demonstrated.
Provided the frequency stability of the regenerated lines is sufficient, the single-pilot scheme will
lead to reduced DSP complexity by eliminating the need for frequency carrier recovery [67]. It also
reduces phase noise and the risk of cycle slips. In addition, by performing carrier-phase estimation,
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effects from fiber nonlinearities are mitigated [93,94]. Therefore, despite not reducing DSP complexity
as much as dual-pilot comb regeneration, transmitting a single shared optical pilot tone is a technique of
great interest, due to its lower overhead and reduced-complexity comb-regeneration. When combined
with a digital pilot-symbol-based carrier recovery, single-pilot tone schemes can enable very low pilot
overheads and record spectral efficiency [68].
A related technique is so-called seed-light wave distribution, where the pilot tone is not
multiplexed with the signal, but instead, transmitted on a separate fiber. This concept was
demonstrated by Sakaguchi et al. [95,96] by transmitting 10-GBaud PM-64QAM modulated on the
lines of an EO-comb. The seed laser for the transmitter comb was transmitted on a separate fiber
and used to seed the LO EO-comb, which enabled the signals to be received without a dedicated
carrier-phase estimation stage in the DSP.
3.4. Effects of Dispersion and Noise
When implementing comb regeneration for self-homodyne applications, there are several aspects
that need to be taken into consideration. The OSNR of the pilots tones seeding the receiver comb
is one aspect, as in all-optical comb regeneration the OSNR of the lines seeding the receiver comb
will determine the quality of the regenerated comb. Amplified-spontaneous-emission (ASE) noise
on the carriers seeding the comb imposes a phase noise on the carriers and will therefore impact the
regenerated comb. Due to scaling of the phase noise with line number, very narrow filtering of the
seeding carriers is desired; however, care must be taken that the filtering is still larger than the clock
variations. Assuming that the OSNR of the pilot tones is similar to that of the data channels, and not
to impact the comb regeneration, we would like that BWfilter/Rs  n2 [64] where BWfilter is the filter
bandwidth, Rs is the symbol rate and n is the number of carriers that are transmitted. For this reason,
obtaining and filtering the line spacing in the electrical domain (e.g., using a PLL as discussed above)
is desirable since narrow-bandwidth filters are available. We should note that in this case, the carrier
seeding the receiver comb should also be filtered to avoid penalties, but a filter with much lower
bandwidth than the symbol rate is sufficient.
Apart from the OSNR, the phase correlation among the unmodulated tones will be affected by,
e.g., dispersion during the transmission. As has been studied [63], the quality of the regenerated comb
can be affected by the dispersive walk-off. If we assume a link with electronic dispersion compensation,
the dispersive walk-off between the carriers together with the phase-noise scaling in parametric optical
frequency combs [97] can be used to find that the comb regeneration requires n2T  Tc [63] where
Tc is the coherence time of the laser and T is the time delay between the two unmodulated carriers
induced by dispersion walk off. This quantifies how dual-pilot comb regeneration for self-homodyne
detection is sensitive to dispersive walk-off. This effect can be compensated by either using inline
dispersion compensation or by just using a delay line to compensate for the walk-off among the pilots.
Another effect to account for is the dispersive walk off between the data channels and the pilot tones.
If we assume that the delay between pilot tones is compensated for, the phase difference between
the regenerated local oscillators and the data channel suffering from highest walk off is given by nT.
Therefore, in order not to be penalized, we require the walk-off to be much smaller than the laser
coherence time, nT  Tc, which is a less stringent condition than the above.
4. Joint Digital Signal Processing Schemes for Carrier Recovery
In this section, we discuss how the phase coherence of the channels in a frequency comb-based
system can be utilized by joint processing in the digital domain. In contrast to the methods described
in Section 3, this section focuses on DSP-based algorithms and methods for systems with free-running
LO-combs without pilot tones. It is partly based on the work presented in [66]. As previously discussed,
the principles of joint processing are similar regardless of the physical principles of the phase locking.
We therefore review the previous work on joint carrier recovery also for SDM systems.
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The most basic system where joint carrier recovery is possible is in fact a standard
dual-polarization signal, which was demonstrated early in the development of digital coherent
receivers [98]. More recently, joint-polarization phase-noise estimation was studied for a pilot-base
algorithm and shown to be able to both increase phase-noise tolerance and reduce the pilot rate [99].
In more advanced SDM systems, joint phase-tracking has been demonstrated in multicore [100] and
multimode [101,102] fiber. Both of these demonstrations focused on reducing the DSP complexity.
For comb-based spectral superchannels, joint phase tracking was first proposed by Liu et al. [103].
Using simulations they showed that the phase noise tolerance increased when processing
three channels together. However, before that, Souto et al. [104] demonstrated joint processing
of two subchannels generated electrically and modulated on a single laser line. The subchannels
were detected in a single coherent receiver and jointly processed to achieve a higher phase noise
tolerance. In the system proposed in [82], an optical frequency comb was used to generate a spectral
superchannel, which was detected in a single ultra-broadband coherent receiver using a single LO
line. The subchannels were then jointly processed using a pilot-aided phase estimation algorithm.
For comb-based superchannels with a comb as LO, we demonstrated joint carrier recovery in [66].
4.1. Algorithms for Joint Carrier Recovery
The carrier recovery stage of the DSP chain is typically divided into a coarse frequency offset
estimation part and a fine carrier phase estimation part. The coarse frequency offset estimation can be
performed relatively seldom since the frequency offset varies only slowly. In contrast, the fine phase
estimation needs to be able to track rapid phase fluctuations originating from the phase noise of the
transmitter and LO laser. This makes it more demanding, both in terms of computational complexity
and performance. Therefore, most of the focus of joint carrier recovery schemes is on the fine phase
tracking. Carrier recovery can be performed either in a blind fashion or aided by pilot symbols.
Here, we focus on blind methods. Further discussion on pilot-aided joint phase noise estimation can
be found in [105,106].
There are two main strategies to joint phase tracking, illustrated in Figure 6, that have different
objectives and benefits. The first scheme is best described as master-slave phase tracking and aims to
share the computational resources needed for phase estimation between the several channels that share
the same phase-noise. As the name implies, the phase estimated from a master channel is applied to
the other, slave channels. The second strategy can be described as a joint-estimation scheme, where the
phase is estimated from all the channels, and the additional phase information is used to improve the
phase estimation. The two strategies are described in more detail below.
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(b) Joint phase estimation and recovery
(a) Master-slave phase recovery
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Figure 6. Principle of (a) master-slave phase recovery and (b) joint phase estimation.
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4.1.1. Master-Slave Carrier Recovery
Master-slave carrier recovery is relatively straight forward. The frequency offset and phase is
estimated from the master channel and then applied to the slave channels. The main principle does not
depend on the algorithm used for the master frequency and phase estimation as long as the estimated
frequency and phase can be readily extracted and applied to the slave channels.
There are different motivations for using master-slave schemes for phase estimation and frequency
offset estimation. For phase estimation, the underlying rationale is that the phase estimation is
computationally demanding and therefore attractive to share between many channels. Master-slave
frequency offset estimation on the other hand can be used to avoid frequency offset differences between
the channels. Traditional fourth-power spectral methods to estimate the frequency offset generally
have a limited frequency resolution [107], which leads to a small frequency offset remaining on the
signal. This offset is easily tracked with the fine phase estimator, but it might be different for different
channels and therefore hinders joint phase recovery.
Master-slave frequency offset compensation however requires some additional considerations
depending on the specific LO comb implementation. If the spacings of the transmitter and LO combs
are synchronized, the channels will have the same frequency offset, and the master-slave concept
can be directly used. However, if the spacings are not synchronized, the channels will have different
frequency offsets. In this case, the comb spacing difference needs to be estimated separately and also
applied to the slave channels. The principle of such a scheme is illustrated in Figure 7a. The comb
spacing generally varies only slowly and can be estimated relatively seldomly.
Phase
alignment
Phase
alignment
Phase
alignment
...
Joint phase
estimation...
Ch 2
Ch 1 Freq. oﬀset
estimation
Ch N
...
Comb spacing
oﬀset
Main freq.
oﬀset
Ch 2
Ch 1
Ch N
(a) (b)
Figure 7. (a) Master-slave frequency offset compensation for unsynchronized combs; (b) feedback
phase alignment for joint phase estimation.
4.1.2. Joint Phase Estimation
Traditional, single-channel phase estimation schemes typically apply time-averaging filters on the
estimated phase to remove the effects of additive noise. Since longer time-averaging decreases the
ability to track fast phase changes, this creates a tradeoff between noise sensitivity and phase-noise
tracking speed. The benefit of multi-channel phase estimation is that the averaging block can be
extended to include several channels, which improves the tolerance to additive noise without increasing
the time averaging length, thus increasing phase noise tolerance. In short, the SNR of the phase
estimation can be increased without negatively affecting the tracking speed.
Blind phase-search (BPS) [108] is a popular blind phase-estimation algorithm since it can be
implemented in parallel without degrading tracking speed. Here, we describe how BPS can be extended
to multiple channels. In the BPS algorithm, the received signal Zk, sampled at symbol rate, is first
rotated with B test phase angles:
φb =
b
B
· pi
2
, (5)
where b is the index of the test angles. Then, the distance to the closest constellation symbol is
calculated as:
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|dk,b|2 = |Zke−jφb − [Zke−jφb ]D|2, (6)
where [·]D denotes symbol decision. In a traditional BPS algorithm, the distances are then averaged
over L + 1 consecutive symbols to reduce the impact of additive noise. When extending the algorithm
to multiple channels, the averaging is extended to C channels, as well. This is described by:
ek,b =
C
∑
c=1
L/2
∑
`=−L/2
|dc,k−`,b|2, (7)
where we added a channel index c to the distance. The estimated phase angle is chosen as the one
that minimizes ek,b. The length of the summing window L + 1 is what determines the phase-tracking
speed, where a smaller L gives a higher tracking speed. The total number of symbols used for the
estimation, which determines the tolerance to additive noise, is N = C · (L + 1). In multichannel cases,
the summing window length can be reduced by a factor of C, which leads to a higher phase-noise
tolerance, while maintaining the same tolerance to additive noise.
4.1.3. Managing Channel Phase Differences
Channel phase differences mainly arise from the comb generation process, but can also be caused
by vibrations and temperature-induced changes when the different channels travel through different
fibers. Since the joint carrier recovery schemes rely on the phases being the same, performance may
be affected.
In the case of master-slave carrier recovery, any phase difference will remain on the slave channels
after the master phase has been applied to them. Performance-wise, it is no major challenge to remove
these since they are typically much smaller than the common-mode phase noise. However, since
the goal of the master-slave type of scheme is to reduce the DSP computational complexity, it is
important that the phase difference compensation is computationally lightweight compared to the
master phase estimator. For small phase differences, an adaptive equalizer will be able to perform the
compensation provided that the error signal used for the tap update is sensitive to phase rotations.
In this case, the main adaptive equalizer that performs polarization demultiplexing will also track
phase differences. Another alternative is to use a separate feedback phase tracker, since they are
computationally lightweight if the tracking-speed requirements are low.
The joint-estimation schemes have different requirements. To not affect the main phase estimation,
the phases of the channels need to be aligned before the joint estimation block. For example, in the
modified BPS algorithm described above, a large phase difference between the channels will cause the
cost function in Equation (7) to have multiple local minima, corresponding to the different channels.
This will cause rapidly-varying estimation errors that are hard to compensate at a later stage in the
DSP chain.
The challenge of aligning the phases before the joint phase estimation block is that the
channel-dependent phase noise is much smaller than the common phase noise among the lines and
cannot be estimated easily before the common phase noise has been compensated for. This can be solved
by using a feedback method where the remaining phase error after joint phase compensation is used to
align the channels before the joint estimation. This is illustrated in Figure 7b. In a practical hardware
implementation, the updating speed of such a phase-tracker will be limited by parallelization [108]
and ultimately limit the allowable speed of the channel-dependent phase noise.
4.2. Transmission Effects
Fiber transmission will affect the phase coherence between the channels in mainly two ways.
First, dispersive walk-off will cause a delay between the channels, which will affect the performance
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of the joint processing. Here, it is important to realize that this cannot be compensated for by simply
applying electronic delays to the detected channels since the the phase noise originates from both
the carrier and the LO laser. If the channels are time-shifted relative to each other before detection,
they will mix with different parts of the LO phase noise. Thus, the phase noise differences cannot be
undone by simply time-shifting the detected signals. Second, fiber nonlinearities may introduce phase
noise on the channels. However, the effects of this on joint processing remains to be studied.
4.3. Experimental Evaluation
In [66], we experimentally investigated master-slave carrier recovery in comb-based receivers.
Using the same setup, we also investigated joint phase estimation. In the setup, two free-running
EO frequency combs with 25-GHz spacing were used as transmitter and LO light sources,
and two 10-GBaud PM-64QAM subchannels were transmitted and received at the same time.
This enabled us to perform proof-of-concept demonstrations for a back-to-back case.
First, we studied the phase correlation between the channels. This was done by performing
separate phase tracking on the two simultaneously-received channels and comparing the resulting
phase traces. In Figure 8, the phase traces for two frequency spacings, 25 GHz and 275 GHz,
are plotted together with their difference. In both cases, the phases are similar enough to be nearly
indistinguishable when plotted on top of each other. However, when the phase difference is plotted
separately, a small, but noticeable difference can be seen for the 275-GHz spacing case. Indeed, as seen
in Figure 8c, the standard deviation of the phase difference increases with the frequency spacing.
With the addition of some measurement noise, the increase is approximately linear with frequency
spacing, in agreement with Equation (1).
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Figure 8. (a) Phase traces from channels spaced ∆ f = 25 GHz apart, together with their difference;
(b) phase traces from channels spaced ∆ f = 275 GHz apart, together with their difference; (c) phase
difference standard deviation (STD) as a function of channel frequency spacing.
4.3.1. Master-Slave
The joint carrier recovery was implemented by doing coarse frequency offset estimation and
phase estimation on the master channel. The estimated frequency offset and phase noise was then
applied to the slave channel. Since the combs were unsynchronized, they had a small spacing difference
of ∼30 kHz. This difference was measured once and used as a correction factor when the master
frequency offset was applied to the slave channels, as illustrated in Figure 7a. After applying the
master phase to the slave channels, a slow feedback-based phase tracker was used to compensate the
small phase variations remaining.
4.3.2. Joint Estimation
We evaluated joint phase estimation with the same setup as in [66], but with a distributed feedback
(DFB) laser as the seed for the transmitter. The DFB laser had a specified linewidth of 1 MHz and
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was chosen to evaluate the phase noise tolerance of the joint phase estimation. The algorithm used
was the modified BPS described in Section 4.1.2. Frequency offset compensation was performed
in a master-slave fashion as illustrated in Figure 7a. To align the phase before joint estimation,
a feedback-based phase-aligner as described in Figure 7b was applied. The phase alignment was
implemented as a one-tap decision-directed equalizer, where the tap was updated every 128th symbol.
The phase-estimation algorithms were evaluated for channel separations of up to ±275 GHz.
We compared independent phase estimation, joint-polarization and joint-wavelength phase estimation,
which means that the phase estimation is performed on 1, 2 and 4 polarization channels, respectively.
To make a fair comparison, the feedback-based phase alignment was applied in all cases.
In Figure 9a,b, the bit-error rate (BER) for the center channel is plotted as a function of averaging
filter time window for the three cases, with frequency spacing of 125 GHz and 275 GHz away.
This corresponds to five and 11 wavelength channels away, respectively. For the same averaging time
window, the joint schemes used two- or four-times more symbols for averaging due to having access to
more channels. Both the joint-polarization and joint-wavelength phase-estimation schemes consistently
performed better than the single-polarization phase estimation in terms of BER and had a shorter
optimum averaging time window, which is expected. The catastrophic failures for short block lengths
seen in Figure 9a,b were caused by cycle slip events, and an increased number of jointly-processed
channels improve the resilience against these events. In terms of BER, the joint-wavelength scheme
performed better than the joint-polarization scheme with 125-GHz frequency spacing, but for a spacing
of 275 GHz, which was the furthest tested, the BER performance of the two joint schemes is similar.
The higher resilience against cycle slips was however retained also for the higher spacing.
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Figure 9. (a,b) Bit-error rate (BER) of the center channel as a function of the filter block-length,
with either independent, joint-polarization or joint-wavelength phase estimation for different frequency
spacings to the other wavelength channel. The optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) is 20.3 dB.
(c) The ratio between the BER for joint-polarization and joint-wavelength phase estimation as a function
of frequency spacing. The optimal block length is used in all cases. OSNR ∼= 20 dB. (d) BER vs. OSNR
for a frequency spacing of 125 GHz. The block lengths are 96, 48 and 32 for independent, joint
polarization and joint wavelength, respectively, which are close to the optimum values. The theoretical
curve corresponds to an additive white Gaussian-noise channel assuming Gray-coding and only nearest
neighbor errors [109].
In Figure 9c, the ratio between the BER achieved by the joint-polarization and the joint-wavelength
schemes is plotted as a function of the frequency spacing. Up to a frequency spacing of 175 GHz,
the joint-wavelength scheme performed better than the joint-polarization, but for larger frequency
spacings, this gain is diminished. This was likely due to the frequency-spacing-dependent phase-noise
differences between the comb lines observed in [66]. In Figure 9d, the BER is plotted as a function
of the OSNR for a frequency spacing of 125 GHz. We observe a 0.25-dB lower required OSNR for
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BER = 10−2 for the joint-wavelength case compared to the independent case. The difference between
the joint schemes is only 0.05 dB.
Although the performance gains were small, they are consistent for the tested frequency spacings
and OSNR values. This indicates that the results were not a statistical artifact. The fact that the
performance gain is small means that phase noise was not a limiting factor in the tested system.
Instead, our results serve as an indication that the phase coherence between the received channels was
good enough to enable joint phase estimation. In phase-noise limited systems, such as low-baud rate
and higher-order modulation-format systems, larger performance gains can be expected, which has
been demonstrated in other phase-locked systems [104] and predicted using simulations [99,103,105].
Although we have discussed master-slave methods and joint phase estimation separately,
these two methods can be readily combined if several subchannels are present. The design strategy
could then be to perform joint phase estimation on a subset of the channels, enough to reach the
desired phase noise tolerance, and then use the jointly estimated phase for the remaining subchannels
in a master-slave fashion. Then, both increased phase-noise tolerance and complexity reduction can
be achieved.
5. Conclusions and Outlook
In this paper, we have reviewed optical frequency combs and their use as light sources for
spectral superchannels. We have described several methods for utilizing the phase coherence of
the subchannels provided by frequency combs, both analog methods for comb regeneration and
digital joint-DSP methods. In addition, we have discussed practical challenges when implementing
comb-based superchannels, both general and specific to experiments. The work summarized in this
paper shows the potential for both performance improvements and power consumption savings made
possible by joint processing in comb-based fiber-optical systems. In addition, the phase-locked carriers
from an optical frequency comb also reduce the need for guard bands between subchannels and thus
enables an increased spectral efficiency compared to using free-running lasers.
Applications where these approaches could be advantageous include short-reach links with higher
order modulation formats where the transmission distance is limited, since in this case, the phase
estimation part of the DSP plays a bigger role in the power consumption. Joint processing also has the
potential to lessen the linewidth requirements on integrated comb sources, which might pave the way
for their usage in compact superchannel transceivers.
5.1. Comparison of the Methods in This Paper
Both analog and digital methods have specific benefits and challenges. Analog methods for
comb regeneration inevitably add hardware complexity, but the digital parts of the receivers can be
operated independently. Digital methods require all subchannels to be processed in the same DSP
application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) or have ASICs synchronized, which could be challenging
for a large number of subchannels. On the other hand, for analog methods, the added complexity for
joint processing does not scale with the number of subchannels. Therefore, analog methods are more
suitable for massive superchannels with a large number of subchannels, while digital methods are
more suitable for smaller superchannels. This is further accentuated by the fact that analog methods
require pilot tones, which often reduces the spectral efficiency.
Nevertheless, there are scenarios where digital methods can be implemented essentially for free.
This is the case in superchannel systems that already rely on some joint DSP, such as multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) equalization for crosstalk mitigation [103]. Then, the subchannel receivers
already need to be synchronized, and joint carrier recovery can be readily implemented.
5.2. Future Outlook
There are several prospective future research areas related to joint processing in comb-based
systems. The first one deals with the limitations of joint processing in terms of transmission
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distance. So far, the transmission experiments have been limited to single spans or back-to-back.
Fiber transmission comes with the additional challenges of dispersion that will cause a walk-off
between the subchannels, as well as fiber nonlinearities that will cause additional phase noise. To fully
understand how these effects affect joint processing, long-haul transmission experiments need to
be performed.
A second interesting area is the possibility for co-integration of comb-sources and transceivers.
The demonstrations of joint processing described in this work were based on discrete-component
EO-combs. While EO-combs can be integrated on a single chip [110], other promising comb-sources
are microring resonators [52] and quantum-dash mode-locked lasers [36]. Furthermore, quantum-dot
mode-locked lasers show high phase coherence [111,112]. For these comb-sources, joint processing
remains to be demonstrated.
The third area is understanding the full implementation aspects of joint processing. The benefits
of frequency combs as light sources combined with joint processing depend on the cost and power
consumption of several parts of the transceiver. Thus, a wide tradeoff analysis including the power
consumption of lasers, comb generation and DSP ASICs is needed.
Fourth, the potential for combining SDM, frequency combs and joint processing should be further
investigated. Utilizing frequency combs in SDM transmission has been demonstrated [28], as well as
joint processing in SDM systems [100,101]. In [91], the receiver comb was regenerated using a set of
pilot tones transmitted in a separate core. Combining pilot tones and data channels in the same core
would lower the overhead further. In addition, also joint-DSP methods could potentially be extended
to utilize both spectral and spatial phase coherence.
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